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Student Interview Protocol
Introduction
Before we start the interview, I want to remind you of three things. First, I have already
turned on the recorder since I will be recording the interview. Second, if I ask a question
and you don’t want to answer it, just let me know and we will move on. And third, what
you say in the interview is private. In other words, I won’t share what you say with your
parents. But there is one exception to this rule. If I am convinced there are risks to you or
someone else and your parents might be helpful if they knew, I may need to speak with
them. But I will first talk with you about my concerns before I speak with your parents.
Do you understand?
Do you have any questions before we start the interview?
Okay, let’s get started with the interview.
I.

Background Information/Overall Experience Living in the U.S.

First, I want to ask you some questions about you and your experience with living in the
United States.

If yes:

If no:

If yes:

122

II.

Comparing School Experiences in the U.S. versus Japan

Now I am going to describe some situations that I experienced when I was attending
school. You might have also encountered some of these experiences at school. After you
hear about each situation, I’m going to ask some questions. I’m interested in your
experiences both here in the U.S. and while you attended school in Japan.

123

Now I am going to ask some questions about “ijime.”
ijime

III.

Advice to Other Japanese Expatriate Students

Okay, we are almost at the end of the interview. I just have a couple of more questions.

Ending Interview:
I think I have asked all the questions I need to ask. Thank you so much for taking the time
to give such good answers to my questions.
As a small token of my gratitude, I would like to give you a $30
gift card to Best Buy.
As a small token of my gratitude, I would like to
send you a $30 gift card to Best Buy. I want to confirm that I should send the gift
card to [insert family’s address].
Before we end our talk, what did you think about the interview? Do you have any
questions for me?
Okay, let’s have your parents join us now that we finished the interview.

We are all done now and [child’s name] has received [ will be sent] [his/her] gift card.
But as we discussed, after I start looking more closely at the interview, I may need to
speak with [child’s name] again to help clarify my understanding of what [he/she] said.
If this happens, I will contact you first and let you know I need to speak with your child
again. This appointment can be done over the telephone and should not take as long as
our meeting today. If I should need to contact you, you will hear from me in the next 4-6
weeks. If I do need to contact you, would you prefer I contact you by telephone or email?

124

in person
collect it

Do you have any questions about the questionnaire before I
?

If you are interested in receiving a summary of the project findings, please
complete this Summary Request Form and I will send you a copy after my work is
completed. The summary will only provide the results of the overall study, not
about your specific family. A summary of the recommendations offered by the
families will also be shared with you. I can send the summary either by mail or
email. Since there are a lot of steps involved before I complete my dissertation,
the summary may not be available for 12 months or more.
telephone or Skype
Do you have any questions about the
questionnaire
? Are there any changes you wish to make to
your answers? If so, I am happy to make the changes for you.
As you requested, a summary of the recommendations offered by the families will
be shared with you. I can send the summary either by mail or email. Since there
are a lot of steps involved before I complete my dissertation, the summary may
not be available for 12 months or more.

If you have any questions after we end today, please feel free to contact me by phone or
email. My contact information is on the consent form. Once again, thank you very much
for your time and support of my research project

125
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Questionnaire: Family Background and Relocation Information
Instructions for completing the questionnaire: Please respond to the following
questions. Please remember that you do not need to answer any questions you prefer not
to answer.
year

_
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yes

yes

yes

128

yes
yes

129

130

Parent Interview Protocol
Introduction:
Before we start the interview, I want to review a few important details. First, I as you
know, we agreed to record the interview so I have already turned on the recorder.
Second, if I ask a question and you don’t want to answer it, just let me know and we will
move on to the next question. Finally, what is shared in the interview is confidential and
will not be released to others without your permission. But as we discussed earlier, there
are exceptions for information that I am legally obligated to report to the authorities
under California law. These exceptions include the alleged or probable abuse of a child,
the physical abuse of an elder or dependent adult, or if a person indicates he or she
wishes to do serious harm to self, others, or property.
Do you have any questions before we begin the interview

Answer any questions

Okay, let’s start the interview.
1. Parents’ Perception of Family Adjustment

2. Parents’ Views of Student’s Adaptation to Living and Attending Schools in U.S.
name of son/daughter

name of son/daughter

3. Parents’ Recommendations to Other Japanese Expatriate Families

Ending Interview:

131

I think I have asked all the questions I need to ask. Thank you so much for taking time to
speak with me. Before we end, do you have any questions for me?
in person
Okay, as you know, there is also a questionnaire I need to ask
you to complete. While I interview [child’s name], I would appreciate it if you
could you complete it.
.
I will collect the questionnaire after I complete the interview with your
[son/daughter]. But before I collect it, I will provide you an opportunity to ask
any questions that came up while answering questionnaire items. If based on the
answers to your questions you require more time to complete the questionnaire or
change any of your responses, you will have time to do so. Do you have any
questions at this point?
Okay, let’s go see [child’s name].
telephone or Skype
Okay, I need to speak with [child’s name] now.
Will you please ask [him/her] to come speak with me? Thank you.
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133

Are you from Japan?
PARTICIPANTS WANTED
Since this is a research project, I can only include

Hello, my name is Jin Lee. I am a graduate student at
participate in my college research project.

You are in grades 6 through 9.
school.

Japan. I am espec

characteristics des
participate in the project.

audiotaped interview with me.

students who participate in the project.

chinsun.lee@pepperdine.edu.
email in Japanese.
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at

135

136

RESIDING IN THE GREATER LOS
ANGELES AREA ONLY

137

138

Telephone Screening Interview

If yes, continue below. If no, say

If yes, continue below. If no, say

139

If yes,

If no, say:

If yes,

If no, say:

If yes,

If no,

If in person, say the following:
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If yes,

If no,

insert child’s name

insert date of interview

If telephone, say the following:

after

If yes,

If no,

insert
child’s name

insert date for reviewing consent/assent forms

141

If Skype, say the following:

after

If yes,

If no,

insert
child’s name

insert date for reviewing consent/assent forms
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143

144

Informed Consent for Participation in Research Activities

Japanese Expatriate Youth and Developing Peer Relationships in U.S. Schools

strictly
voluntary

145

146

147

148

Moving from Japan to the United States and Getting Used to a New Country, a New
School, and Making New Friends
Assent Form

149

150

151

enclosed/attached
insert
child’s name

insert child’s name

insert date
insert time
insert location

insert child’s name

152

153

enclosed /attached
insert
child’s name

insert child’s name

enclosed/attached

Since you elected to return the forms
by email, I need to ask you to scan the signed forms and send the pdf files back to me as email
attachments. Please complete and return the questionnaire, and if interested, the Summary
Request Form as well. OR Since you elected to return the materials by U.S. mail, I have
enclosed
will forward a postage paid envelope addressed to me in which you will return one
copy of the consent and assent forms, the questionnaire, and the Summary Request Form once
we have had an opportunity to discuss everything . Please do not sign, complete, or return
anything to me until we have had a chance to talk about the documents.

insert date
insert time
insert number or Skype contact information
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insert child’s name
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Script for Reviewing Consent Form

Informed
Consent for Participation in Research Activities
insert child’s name
son/daughter
insert child’s name
insert child’s name

he/she

him/her
he/she

insert child’s name
insert child’s name
insert child’s name

son/daughter
he/she

insert child’s name
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he/she

he/she
son/
insert child’s name

child’s name

insert
insert child’s name

he/she
his/her

his/her

he/she
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in person
If yes,
If no,

telephone or Skype
If yes and opted for returning by email,
OR
If yes and opted for U.S. mail,
If no,

as an attachment/in the same
envelope

159

160

List of Referrals

161

162

Consent to Release Information to Another Person or Organization

163

164

Script for Assent Form
mother/father
mother/father

mother/father

mother/father
mother/father

165

point to 7th paragraph

in person
If yes,

three
If

no,
telephone or Skype
If yes and opted for returning by email,
OR
If yes and opted for U.S. mail,

three

If no,
send the attachments place the envelope in the mail

insert child’s name

166

insert date of interview

167

168

Summary Request Form

169

170

P-1
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings associated with moving to the U.S.>
Semantic Relationship:
miss

friends

-Interesting (“…Mundane things can be interesting.”)
-Concern [about children’s English skills] (“I’m a little concerned as to how much my children’s
English skills would improve before we go back to our country…”)
Cover Term or Y: <Managing new living situation>
Semantic Relationship:
-Discussing where [to live] and kind of lifestyle [in a more Japanese community or American
community] (“…it’s important to discuss among family members as to which area and what kind
of lifestyle [in a more Japanese community or American community] family wants to have…For
our family, my husband is mostly concerned about safety… [as my husband is] conservative
[rather than adventurous]…”)
-Leaving some children in Japan (“…the oldest daughter remained in Japan when we moved
here….they don’t miss her too much, but when she visits us twice a year, they look forward to
seeing her.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Addressing academic challenges>
Semantic Relationship:

-Grade is a direct reflection of child’s work (“….Grading [system] is different here [U.S.]….it’s
good that his hard work is rewarded immediately. On the other hand, if he doesn’t put much
effort, then it is reflected in his grade as well. I think it’s easier to know than in Japan.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Establishing supportive academic environment>
Semantic Relationship:
-Having Japanese friends (“He has Japanese friends in school…his friends are mainly
Japanese.”)
-Students and teachers welcomed us (“For my son’s school, I expected that there would be only
a few Japanese students in school…but when we went to school the first day, Japanese students
and teachers welcomed us.”)

171

Cover Term of Y: <Reactions to not understanding English>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Support from others to improve English>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Personal strategies for improving English>
Semantic Relationship:
-Speaking only English (“I thought that I have to survive in America by speaking only English.”)
-Branching out from Japanese community (“I struggle to branch out from the [Japanese] group,
and I’m not even sure if it’s necessary to branch out…..but I was hoping [my children] to
improve English before we came here, so as long as we stay within the Japanese community, we
won’t have much opportunity to utilize English.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Activities shared with other students>
Semantic Relationship:

.
went to

my friend’s birthday

party
-Playing tennis (“…He is pretty stable in terms of expanding his friendship network beyond
Japanese students…Since he plays tennis, he has some American friends. I think he can
probably communicate [speak] a little with his American classmates.”)
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Cover Term or Y: <Fitting in with others>
Semantic Relationship:

classmate probably
wants to be friends with her
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Reactions of bullies>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Blaming the victim>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Overtly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
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Cover Term or Y: <Covertly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
left in someone’s locker
letter said things like…’stupid’
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P-2
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings associated with moving to the U.S.>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Addressing transportation needs>
Semantic Relationship:
far
-Inability to use other modes of transportation (“Among family members….my children….my
daughter was in middle school in Japan, so she was pretty independent and going to many
places using trains, but she can’t do that anymore here [in the U.S.], so if the communication
between the children and parents is not good, then they [the children] can’t go anywhere, so we
have been communicating a lot more than we used to…We tend to talk in car…We go out on
weekends more now [in the U.S.]”)
Cover Term or Y: <Coping with frustration>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <School customs>
Semantic Relationship:
‘
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Cover Term or Y: <Academic challenges>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Dealing with expat students’ limited English >
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Support from others to improve English>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Personal strategies for improving English>
Semantic Relationship:
-Be assertive (“I’m not sure how he is communicating with others with such a limited English,
but he seems to be assertive and asking his teachers, so he says.”)
-Asking teachers (“ I asked him how he asked questions to his teachers, and he says that he just
said some words without thinking about grammar…I don’t think he is very shy.”)
-Attending English class I spent a lot of money to send my children English class.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Reactions to not understanding English>
Semantic Relationship:
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Cover Term or Y: <Activities shared with other students>
Semantic Relationship:
middle school and [a
weekend] Japanese language school

-Attending a local school (“…The school he attends is a local school, but there are many
Japanese students there. So I think he tends to hang out with Japanese children”)
Cover Term or Y: <Fitting in with others>
Semantic Relationship:

-Sharing the same interests (“they all have the same interests and hobbies like soccer, games
and card games.”)
-Support from Japanese children (“Children are also supported by other Japanese children, so I
think their transition is smooth.”)
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Cover Term or Y: <Broadening personal views>
Semantic Relationship:

classmates who are Americans or people
get along

like me who used to live oversea
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Behaviors of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Blaming the victim>
Semantic Relationship:
think why

Cover Term or Y: <Overtly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
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Cover Term or Y: <Covertly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:

gave him this look
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P-3
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings associated with moving to the U.S.>
Semantic Relationship:

-Stress among family (“…There was a lot of stress among us for not being able to do things in
addition to not understanding the language, and my children didn’t want to go to school… facial
expressions and conversations, there seemed to be stress in the environment, such as there was
no warmth in the way we spoke and no laughter”)
Cover Term or Y: <Coping with stress>
Semantic Relationship:
work out during gymnastics
Cover Term or Y: <Developing close relationships>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Addressing academic challenges>
Semantic Relationship:

-Hard [difficult/challenging] schoolwork (“School is very challenging [in the U.S.]. The
schoolwork seems to be hard with more homework assignment and advanced levels of
education...”)
Cover Term or Y: <Establishing supportive academic environment>
Semantic Relationship:
-Parents volunteering at school (“…I try my best to participate in volunteer activities at [my
children’s] school…”)
-Parents creating opportunities to meet other students (“…We [parents] have to make more
opportunities to meet the local [American] students [to help our children make American
friends].”)
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Cover Term or Y: <Personal strategies for improving English>
Semantic Relationship:

Taking initiative to speak (“…She [my daughter] has taken initiative to speak up and now is
able to converse in English like others, that’s a major success… she’s become more assertive
regarding speaking English”)
-Attending cram school (“…We did some research about good [cram] schools in this area before
we came. She can’t keep up if she doesn’t go to cram school. The cram school has Japanese
students, and there are some people who already graduated from college there [in the U.S.], and
mostly there are young women, so they seem to support my daughter well.”)
-Speaking English all day (“…We absorb English skills much faster [in the U.S.] than in Japan.
I’m glad that we are in the environment where we speak English all day long, and we can learn a
lot of things.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Support from others to improve English>
Semantic Relationship:
-Attention from teachers (“…Some teachers are aware that my daughter is not from here [the
U.S.], so they pay more attention to her… teachers spend time with my daughter during lunch
time and teach her, which is unthinkable in Japan.”)
-Seeking information from school [to help children with language issues] (“I try my best to seek
the information and knowledge [for children] that are only available through school so that I
can share with my children... her [my daughter’s] classmate is a boy who also attends the same
cram school, and even through the children don’t have much in common, I meet up with those
moms, about 4-5 of us monthly and exchange information, which is helpful.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Reactions to not understanding English>
Semantic Relationship:

Struggling (“, she [my daughter] is struggling with communicating with local [American]
friends mainly due to language issues…,Communicating with friends from other countries tends
to be superficial… The relationship is not as intimate with the local kids, so I think it’s difficult
for her.”)
-Boredom (“The older child said that… she is bored because she doesn’t understand the
language and what’s been said by her teacher.”)
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Cover Term or Y: <Activities shared with other students>
Semantic Relationship:

-Attending school (“She [my daughter] made some Japanese friends through school…”)
-e-mailing (“There is a Korean friend neighbor who exchanges e-mails, but the content of
conversation is more like about homework assignment, something superficial, and not much
private conversation.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Fitting in with others>
Semantic Relationship:

-Teaching Japanese [to others] (“I hear a lot more about the conversations she [my daughter]
has had with her friends, including her teaching awkward Japanese to her friends.”)
-Taking the initiative to meet peers (“…It seems necessary to initiate own actions in order to
broaden peer relationships.”)
-Having conversations and sharing activities (“Others are more like acquaintances who
exchange conversation and share some activities. She [my daughter] has difficulty spending
time with her friends due to lack of commonalities. She says she can’t talk [with them] because
there is nothing to talk about.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Behaviors of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:
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Cover Term or Y: <Blaming the victim>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Covertly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Overtly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
,
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P-4A
Cover Term or Y: <Addressing transportation needs>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Broadening personal experiences>
Semantic Relationship:
I wouldn’t have much opportunity, but here it’s
easy

-Exposure to diverse cultures (“I think it’s that my children have opportunities to be exposed to
children from other countries
.
-Being exposed to many extracurricular activities (“Be exposed to many experiences, like soccer
and surfing, not necessarily school related, but activities they can engage in. There is a sense of
freedom here [in the U.S.].”)
Cover Term or Y: <Not fitting in at school>
Semantic Relationship:

-Perceiving self as a foreigner (“…There were no Japanese (in Singapore), but they completely
assimilated with other Asians there. But since we moved here [in the U.S.], there are segregated
groups of Koreans, Japanese, Chinese, and Europeans, and I think…it’s a bad word, but I think
they [my children] assume a foreigner status here [in U.S. school].”)3
Cover Term or Y: <School customs>
Semantic Relationship:
-Academic rather than relation focused [in U.S.] (“I think, the older daughter is getting used to
the academics here [in the U.S.]. There are some friends, but she focuses mainly on studying,
like she goes to school to study [rather than to make friends].”)
-Choices in how to do homework assignments (“Even with their homework assignment, they get
to choose their own theme…”)
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Cover Term or Y: <Activities shared with other students>
Semantic Relationship:
…
-Attending school (“There are many Korean and other Asians, including Japanese friends in
school.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Fitting in with others>
Semantic Relationship:

the parents started talking
with each other

-Having time to play with peers (“Well, the friends who play and spend time with them [in the
U.S.], which didn’t happen before. In Singapore, they spent time with their friends at school, but
after that, they never spent time with them, not even on weekends. Chinese people value family,
and they focus on cram schools. Compared to that, they have time to play here and do stuff
together here, and the have friends to talk about even trivial things.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Behaviors of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Feelings of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:
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Cover Term or Y: <Blaming the victim>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Overtly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Covertly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-4B
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings associated with living in the U.S.>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Addressing transportation needs>
Semantic Relationship:
no trains
buses

cars

Cover Term or Y: <Broadening personal experiences>
Semantic Relationship:
-Exposure to diverse cultures (“I think it’s that my children have opportunities to be exposed to
children from other countries
.
-Being exposed to many extracurricular activities (“Be exposed to many experiences, like
soccer and surfing, not necessarily school related, but activities they can engage in. There is a
sense of freedom here [in the U.S.].”)
Cover Term or Y: <School customs>
Semantic Relationship:

-Choices in how to do homework assignments (“Even with their homework assignment, they get
to choose their own theme. In Singapore, they were just completed a printed-out assignment.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Not fitting in at school>
Semantic Relationship:
-Perceiving self as a foreigner (“…There were no Japanese (in Singapore), but they completely
assimilated with other Asians there. But since we moved here [in the U.S.], there are segregated
groups of Koreans, Japanese, Chinese, and Europeans, and I think…it’s a bad word, but I think
they [my children] assume a foreigner status here [i U.S. school].”)4
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Cover Term or Y: <Activities shared with other students>
Semantic Relationship:
,
,

-Attending school (“There are many Korean and other Asians, including Japanese [in school].
The younger one is getting used to school since she is together with her friends.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Fitting in with others>
Semantic Relationship:

-Having time to play with peers (“Well, the friends who play and spend time with them [in the
U.S.], which didn’t happen before. In Singapore, they spent time with their friends at school, but
after that, they never spent time with them, not even on weekends. Chinese people value family,
and they focus on cram schools. Compared to that, they have time to play here and do stuff
together here, and the have friends to talk about even trivial things.”)
Cover Term or Y: <Feelings of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Behaviors of victimized peer>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Overtly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
Bully says something bad about a teacher pretending it’s
the victim who is saying it
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Cover term or Y: <Covertly expressing aggression>
Semantic Relationship:
spreading rumor
by a group of individuals
Cover Term or Y: <Blaming the victim>
Semantic Relationship:

Cover Term or Y: <Ijime>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-1
Master Cover Term: <Adapting to relocation>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Adapting to U.S. school>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Coping with language barrier >
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Making new friends>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Discord among students>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Conveying discord>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-2
Master Cover Term: <Adapting to relocation>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Adaptation to U.S. school>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Coping with language barrier>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Making new friends>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Discord among students>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Conveying discord>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-3
Master Cover Term: <Adapting to relocation>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Adapting to U.S. school>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Coping with language barrier>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Making new friends>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Discord among students>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Conveying discord>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-4A
Master Cover Term: <Adapting to relocation>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Challenges with attending a new school>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Making new friends>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Discord among students>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Conveying discord>
Semantic Relationship:
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P-4B
Master Cover Term: <Adapting to relocation>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Challenges with attending a new school>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Making new friends>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Discord among students>
Semantic Relationship:

Master Cover Term: <Conveying discord>
Semantic Relationship:

Ijime
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Taxonomic Analysis Across Cases
Assimilation to host culture

Social inclusion

Disharmony with peers
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Graduate & Professional Schools Institutional Review Board
December 20, 2011
Chinsun Lee
8810 Hewitt Pl #28
Garden Grove, CA 92844
Protocol #: P1011D12
Project Title: Japanese Expatriate Youth and Developing Peer Relationships in U.S. Schools: Is
Bullying Part of Their Subjective Experience?
Dear Ms. Lee:
Thank you for submitting your revised IRB application, Japanese Expatriate Youth and Developing Peer
Relationships in U.S. Schools: Is Bullying Part of Their Subjective Experience?, to  Pepperdine’s  Graduate
and Professional Schools Institutional Review Board (GPS IRB). The IRB has reviewed your revised
submitted IRB application and all ancillary materials. As the nature of the research met the requirements
for expedited review under provision Title 45 CFR 46.110 (research category 7) of the federal Protection
of Human Subjects Act, the IRB conducted a formal, but expedited, review of your application materials.
I am pleased to inform you that your application for your study was granted Full Approval. The IRB
approval begins today, December 20, 2011 and terminates on December 19, 2012.
Your research documents: recruitment flyer, research consent and assent form, and permission to
release information, have been stamped the IRB to indicate the expiration date of study approval. One
copy of these documents is enclosed with this letter and one copy will be retained for our records. You
may only use copies of the research documents that have been stamped with the GPS IRB
expiration date.
Please note that your research must be conducted according to the proposal that was submitted to the
GPS IRB. If changes to the approved protocol occur, a revised protocol must be reviewed and approved
by the IRB before implementation. For any proposed changes in your research protocol, please submit a
Request for Modification Form to the GPS IRB. Please be aware that changes to your protocol may
prevent the research from qualifying for expedited review and require submission of a new IRB
application or other materials to the GPS IRB. If contact with subjects will extend beyond December 19,
2012, a Continuation or Completion of Review Form must be submitted at least one month prior to
the expiration date of study approval to avoid a lapse in approval. These forms can be found on the IRB
website at http://services.pepperdine.edu/irb/irbforms/#Apps.
A goal of the IRB is to prevent negative occurrences during any research study. However, despite our
best intent, unforeseen circumstances or events may arise during the research. If an unexpected
situation or adverse event happens during your investigation, please notify the GPS IRB as soon as
possible. We will ask for a complete explanation of the event and your response. Other actions also may
be required depending on the nature of the event. Details regarding the timeframe in which adverse
events must be reported to the GPS IRB and the appropriate form to be used to report this information
can be found in the Pepperdine University Protection of Human Participants in Research: Policies and
Procedures Manual (see  link  to  “policy  material” at http://www.pepperdine.edu/irb/graduate/).
Please refer to the protocol number denoted above in all further communication or correspondence
related to this approval. Should you have additional questions, please contact me. On behalf of the GPS
IRB, I wish you success in this scholarly pursuit.
6100 Center Drive, Los Angeles, California 90045
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310-568-5600

Sincerely,

Jean Kang, CIP
Manager, GPS IRB & Dissertation Support
Pepperdine University
Graduate School of Education & Psychology
6100 Center Dr. 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90045
jean.kang@pepperdine.edu
W: 310-568-5753
F: 310-568-5755
Cc:

Dr. Lee Kats, Associate Provost for Research & Assistant Dean of Research, Seaver College
Ms. Alexandra Roosa, Director Research and Sponsored Programs
Dr. Yuying Tsong, Interim Chair, Graduate and Professional Schools IRB
Ms. Jean Kang, Manager, Graduate and Professional Schools IRB
Dr. Joy Asamen
Ms. Cheryl Saunders

Encl:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Recruitment Flyer
Informed Consent form
Permission to Release Information
Assent Form
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Graduate & Professional Schools Institutional Review Board
November 13, 2012
Chinsun Lee
8810 Hewitt Pl #28
Garden Grove, CA 92844
Protocol #: P1011D12
Project Title: Japanese Expatriate Youth and Developing Peer Relationships in U.S. Schools:
Is Bullying Part of Their Subjective Experience?
Dear Ms. Lee:
Thank you for submitting your application for continuing review to the Pepperdine Graduate and
Professional Schools Institutional Review Board (GPS IRB). The IRB appreciates the work required
for completion of the application. Upon review, the GPS IRB has granted a continuation of your prior
IRB approval. The new approval shall commence on November 13, 2012 terminate on November
12, 2013
In addition, the GPS IRB has received your Request for Modification Form requesting permission to
modify your currently approved procedure, informed consent and add a recruitment site for your
study. Your Request for Modification for your study has been approved and you may proceed with
your study.
Please note that your research must continue to be conducted according to the proposal that was
submitted originally to the IRB. If changes to the approved protocol occur, a revised protocol must be
reviewed and approved by the IRB before implementation. For any proposed changes in your
research protocol, please submit a Request for Modification form to the GPS IRB. Please be aware
that changes to your protocol may require submission of a new IRB application or other materials to
the GPS IRB. If contact with subjects will extend beyond November 12, 2013, a Continuation or
Completion of Review Form must be submitted at least one month prior to the expiration date of
study approval to avoid a lapse in approval.
Your revised research documents have been stamped with the new expiration date of study approval.
One copy of the stamped documents is enclosed with this letter and one copy will be retained for our
records. You can only use copies of the stamped documents for your study.
A goal of the IRB is to prevent negative occurrences during any research study. However, despite
our best intent, unforeseen circumstances or events may arise during the research. If an unexpected
situation or adverse event happens during your investigation, please notify the GPS IRB as soon as
possible. If notified, we will ask for a complete explanation of the event and your response. Other
actions also may be required depending on the nature of the event.
Please refer to the protocol number denoted above in all further communication or correspondence
related to this approval. Should you have additional questions, please contact me. On behalf of the
GPS IRB, I wish you continued success in this scholarly pursuit.
Sincerely,
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Jean Kang, CIP
Manager, GPS IRB & Dissertation Support
Pepperdine University
Graduate School of Education & Psychology
6100 Center Dr. 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90045
jean.kang@pepperdine.edu
W: 310-568-5753
F: 310-568-5755
cc:

Dr. Lee Kats, Associate Provost for Research & Assistant Dean of Research, Seaver College
Ms. Alexandra Roosa, Director Research and Sponsored Programs
Dr. Yuying Tsong, Interim Chair, Graduate and Professional Schools IRB
Ms. Jean Kang, Manager, Graduate and Professional Schools IRB
Dr. Joy Asamen
Ms. Cheryl Saunders

Encl:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recruitment Flyer
Informed Consent form
Permission to Release Information
Assent Form
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